
 

We are going to study Goddard's problem which was first
proposed in 1919 It received significant attention in the

19505 laws as it is an interesting optimal control problem
as we'll now see

The problem is to determine the thrust profile to
maximize the altitude of a rocket starting from
rest on the surface

The forces acting on the vehicle are thrust T gravity

g which we assume constant for simplicity only and

drag Dlvih which may depend on the speed and

altitude

The States of the system are attitude h speed v
and mass m

The thrust magnitude is bounded by O ET CTruax

The problem is
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Analysisof the problem begins by forming the Hamiltonian
endpoint functions
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The costate a transversality conditions are
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Hp 0 since the Hamiltonian is time invariant

we also know that 14 0 at all times

The pointwise maximum condition is

T argmax Im 213 w
OEWETmax

Note that we are using arginax since it is a maximization
problem



There are then 3 cases
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Let's explore the singular case Along a singular arc

where 74in 273 0 for a non trivial interval of
time we must have
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Continuing on we differentiate this wart time and we get
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Thus by differentiating the switching function twice we

found that the thrust would have to satisfy the above

expression

In this problem we could not rule out singular solutions
However for a portion of the solution to be singular
we must have

11 0 10 0 and 04 0

In matrix form we must have

i i i ii H L

If the matrix is full rank then I 72 73 0 Note that

the costate equations are homogenous such that if they are
Zero somewhere then they are zero everywhere At the final
time Iif To But Io cannot be zero since this would

violate non triviality Thus the above matrix cannot be

full rank



Computing the determinant setting it to zero gives
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which must hold along any singular arc This equation is
sometimes called the singular surface

We won't show it analytically but solutions to this problem
are typically of the form
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This type of sequence is called bang singular bang



We'll now look at a different ascent problem where we try
to maximize the final energy not just the altitude In this

problem we'll ignore drag assume constant gravity and

constant thrust magnitude The drag gravity assumptions
are for simplicity

The states of the system are

X range
Xz altitude

3 range rate

Xy altitude rate

Thus the problem is
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The final time a state is free



we first form the Hamiltonian endpoint functions
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The costate q transversality conditions are
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Hf 0 since the Hamiltonian is time invariant

we also know that 14 0 at all times

Note that if 70 0 then 71 72 73 74 0 which violates
non triviality Thus 70 1 as it always is for free end point
problems

The pointwise maximum condition is
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Since there are no constraints on 0 we can maximize

the function by setting its derivative to zero
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Integrating the costate equations gives
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such that
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Note that tano depends linearly on t This is a well known

guidance law called the linear tangent law

Also for small thrust angles tan0 0 such that 0

is approximately a linear function of time This approximation
was used in the iterative guidance mode to guide the
Saturn rocket into an earth parking orbit during the

Apollo days


